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Thank you for accessing this pdf.

Just to put you in the picture, HS Publications was established in 1975

when Keith Hamer and Garry Smith launched

‘Guide to Worldwide Television Test Cards’, a World-wide seller.

Our involvement in the DX-TV hobby and a massive interest in TV graphics,

especially test cards, has attracted quite a following over the past 45 years.

Requests for non-mainstream products from other enthusiasts involved with

both hobbies created a situation where HS Publications has been able to

offer these specialised products.

Today, many products are unique and exclusive to HS Publications.

A selection of catalogue items are featured within the sample

TeleRadio News magazine featured later.

Feel free to request the latest version of our full catalogue pdf

or just comment on your hobby interests and experiences.



E-mail: GarrySmith4505625.hs@gmail.com

Below are some of the many products that we can supply:TV &amp; FM DX-ING

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



FM Notch Filter, Rejector, Phasing Kit

Telescopic Dipoles &amp; UHF/VHF Survey Antennas

D100 &amp; D500 DX-TV Converters:

Antennas: BAND I, FM, Band III, DAB &amp; Airband

Amplifiers, Distribution &amp; Power Units

Band I Notch Filters, Band II Rejector

4G Filters, UHF Bandpass, Combiners/Splitters

Coax, Connectors, Plugs, RF &amp; AV leads

Mast Parts, Brackets &amp; Clamps: Pages



TV &amp; RADIO NOSTALGIA

TeleRadio News, Archive Broadcasting, Broadcasting History in Print

magazine packs, Books, DVDs, Test Card Music CDs, Clocks and Test

Card Pictures

Information within this pdf Copyright HS Publications March 2017.
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TV DX-ING

Most activity occurs between May and September (November-March in

the Southern Hemisphere) when Sporadic-E ionisation allows the

reception of Band I TV signals over distances in excess of 1000km.

Reception occurs randomly and so you cannot pick and choose the

countries that appear. This is one of the fascinations of the hobby.



THE BASICS

You need a receiver and an aerial covering Band I (48-70MHz).

Most modern flat-screen receivers will provide analogue tuning and cover Bands I, II &amp; III but

their wide bandwidth will often disappoint as they will only perform well on strong signals – this

also applies to PC tuner cards.

Don’t neglect the aerial and always use the correct type. An FM array may seem to work in Band

I but it will not be very efficient. The designs in our catalogue have proved VERY effective over

the years and are TRIED AND TESTED.

For Sporadic-E reception where signals arrive at a shallow angle, aerials installed at heights of

around 5 metres work fine.

For weak-signal work we recommend the D100 or D500 DX-TV Converter

with vision I.F. bandwidth reduction. A reduced IF bandwidth provides greater selectivity (better

rejection of unwanted signals) and has the ability to lift weak signals from the noise.



This array covers 48-110MHz, a neat answer to TV &amp; FM DX-ing during the summer.



The D-100 Converter first launched in 1983.

The unit has been exported to all corners of the globe and has received enthusiastic praise in

the technical press and club magazines.

We can still supply these on a ‘built-to-order’ basis while components are still available.

If interested, please contact us at GarrySmith405625.hs@gmail.com

for availability, prices and lead times.
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Lower Antenna: Manually rotatable Band I array.

Centre: VF-100 array covering 48-110MHz (Bands I, II &amp; FM) + 175-230MHz (Band III).

Location: Derby UK.



A pole mast is easy to create using a pivot and retaining bracket (available via our catalogue).

The mast can be lowered single-handed in seconds.



Test cards from Russia, Spain and Poland in 1970 - the good old days of DX-ing!
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SOME RARE EXAMPLES OF RECEPTION



Libya Ch. E6 (Band III) received via Sporadic-E in June 1988 using

the VF-100 aerial atop a 5-metre mast.



Equatorial Guinea? Ch. E2 via T.E.P. (Trans-Equatorial Skip) in April 1990.



Iraqi test card Ch. E2 received via F2 on 30th Oct 1989 at 1235UTC.



A telescopic half-wave dipole and amplified mini-UHF log can be obtained separately

or as part of a package. Handy for a spot of mobile TV or FM DX-ing.
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FM DX-ING

The more intense Sporadic-E openings produce openings on the FM band. For this to

happen, the m.u.f. (Maximum Useable Frequency) needs to be higher than for Band I TV

signals. Distances are similar to the propagation of TV signals in Band I. Occasionally

signals from the Middle East can be received and in some cases from across the Atlantic.



A TV &amp; FM DX-ing installation.



Note the top FM antenna (Compact Five) with its swept-back dipole.

The antenna provides a high front-to back ratio.

The middle antenna is a wideband dipole covering 48-110MHz.

The vertical dipole is wideband type for FM reception.

All these antennas are available via our catalogue.



INTERFERENCE REMOVAL

NOTCH FILTERS, REJECTORS &amp; PHASING UNITS

These are certainly handy tools to have but there are a few points to bear in mind.

A receiver with high selectivity is essential to avoid interference

from strong adjacent channels.

All filters impose a slight insertion loss (typically 1-2dB). The usual recommendation is to fit the

filter before any amplification nut it can have an impact on extremely weak DX. Filters can be

used after amplification but if the unwanted signal is very strong this can cause the amplifier to

overload adding to the problems. Experimentation is the key.



NOTCH FILTERS



This single-pole varicap-tuned notch filter has a notch depth of 35dB or greater.

The filter is more effective when signals are a minimum of 0.2MHz apart.



A notch filter cannot be used to remove another signal sharing the same frequency but it can be

phased out using a second antenna (see Removing Co-channel Signals).

A notch filter is designed to provide rejection at one particular frequency, so if a group of highlevel broadcasts, e.g. from one transmitter, are overloading an amplifier or the receiver, then a

notch filter may be of little use.

In this situation, a rejector (or trap), with a broader rejection characteristic may be the answer but

the loss tail-off either side of its peak can be leisurely and will eat into adjacent channels. Careful

adjustment may reach a compromise situation and reduce the impact of the unwanted carriers

on the wanted one.

The tail-off is less leisurely with a notch filter but some loss is inevitable on very close adjacent

frequencies. This is more noticeable the higher the frequency involved, i.e. a notch filter may

seem more effective in Band I (lo-band) than at, say, Band II (FM Band), Band III (hi-band) or at

UHF.



For illustration purposes only – not to scale.



In Band I it is possible to reduce the impact of strong baby alarm carriers only a few kHz away

from the Channel R1 vision frequency of 49.75MHz. Although some loss is present on the

wanted frequency it is really a case of either you see the picture or you don’t.



ADJUSTING

When setting up filters it is relatively easy to adjust visually (such as for TV DX-ing) when the

wanted signal is present – simply adjust until the image becomes clear enough to see.

Adjusting a filter while listening to an audio carrier can be difficult; it is better to attenuate it first

then it becomes easier to hear any changes. With FM reception it is better to tune into the

wanted signal and adjust for best results. Success depends on the relative levels of the two

signals and such filters work better when there is at least 0.2MHz separation.



INTERFERENCE STRAYING

ONTO OTHER BANDS

A adjustable rejection filter such as the F/9100 can be used where a group of strong FM carriers

interfere with other bands; this situation can arise if using an amplifier when high-level signals

drive it into overload (cross-modulation).

One example is when FM signals affect Band II TV channels R3, C and R4 which lie just below

the FM band. Another is where FM signals affect the lower end of Band III (hi-band).

Adjust the rejector until the interference reduces or clears.

‘Guide To DX-TV’ (HSP20, available via our catalogue) provides a wealth of useful information

about bandwidth reduction, amplification and techniques on curing interference whether it be for

TV or FM DX-ing.



A notch filter for reducing baby alarm carriers around 49.75MHz.



REMOVING CO-CHANNEL SIGNALS

Carefully orientating two antennas to provide phase shift is one way

of canceling an unwanted co-channel signal.

The technique can also be used to remove troublesome adjacent channels.

A more elegant technique is to use a phasing unit which creates the phase shift. A second

antenna is still required to pick-up as much of the unwanted signal as possible – this should be

directed at the offending source but should pick up as little of the DX signal as possible.

The PH1 unit features phasing and balance adjustments to create a 180-degree phase shift

between the unwanted signals captured by both antennas. An attenuator is required to ensure

that the levels are equal in amplitude.



A higher level of signal needs to be available via the ‘interfering’ antenna for the system to work

and in some cases amplification may be required, either before or directly after the phasing unit.

A variable gain amplifier (e.g. Item M90) can be used as an alternative to the separate

attenuator. The signals are then combined using a fully shielded wideband combiner and fed into

the receiver.

Operation is relatively simple but some experimentation may be required to master the

technique and obtain the best results. Readjustment will be necessary for other unwanted

signals arriving from the same source as phase relationship alters with frequency. Only one

unwanted carrier can be removed at a time.



PH1 KIT (40-230MHz) INCLUDES:Phasing unit (fully-screened diecast housing), fully-screened diecast combiner, variable

attenuator, F-connector, F to female coax adaptor, phasing section with coupler.
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